
ALNOR® systemy wentylacji
jest prawnie chronionym znakiem i technicznym patentem. Prawo do zmian zastrzeżone.

NEW - UPGRADED 
AIR FILTRATION WITH 

ACTIVATED CARBON 

BETTER FILTRATION PROPERTIES!
The new MOCarz-CA a filter box has been equipped with a brand new active 
carbon filter. In MOCarz-AC filter box, the initial flat filter was replaced with an 
activated carbon filter with the „W” design. The main purpose of such a material is 
deodorization of the air and preliminary cleaning of dust and gaseous pollutants. 
It doesn’t generate additional air flow resistance in comparison to the standard 
MOCarz version!

BENEFITS
1. Filtration and purification of the outside air from smells,
2. PM2,5 removal efficiency reaches up to 73%, and PM10 removal efficiency - up to 81%,
3. Airtight filter casing,
4. More accurate filtration properties thanks to the usage of two filters: prefilter and anti-smog filter,
4. No additional resistance to the standard MOCarz filter box!
(I has been observed even a few percent lower initial resistance of the clean filter!)
5. The perfect solution for domestic ventilation systems with a heat recovery.

You probably already have such a filter in your car. Install it also in your home!

Our ANTISMOG filter box MOCarz has won hearts of our clients, yet it turns out it can be even better!
Ventilation system equipped with a higher efficiency filter is a conscious solution to always provide fresh and clean 
air, free of impurities. 
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WHAT IS ACTIVATED CARBON?
Referred to also as activated charcoal or activated carbon is a substance in the form of dust 
consisting of elemental carbon, and finely crystalline graphite. The most important feature of 
actrivated carbon is a vast surface of adsorption (not to be confused with absorption). Adsorption 
is the process by which liquid or gaseous molecules are concentrated on a solid surface, in this case 
activated carbon (activated charcoal). This is different from absorption, where molecules are taken 
up by a liquid or gas. Carbon subjected to a special treatment (temperature, hot gases, oxygen) 
obtains a large surface porosity - 1 gram of carbon can have surface area of 3000m2! In this way 
activated carbon „binds” effectively onto its surface particles of pollutants, bacteria, hydrocarbons.  

TECHNICAL DATA

Pressure loss chart for MOCarz-CA
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